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Minutes 

Subject 
Portsmouth & Chesapeake JLUS 
Technical Committee Meeting  
 

Meeting date 
4 October 2019 

Attendees 
See Attached Sign In Sheets 

  

Location 
Hampton Roads Planning District 
Commission 
723 Woodlake Drive,  
Chesapeake VA 

Prepared 
17 October 2019 

  

  

On October 4, 2019, the Chesapeake and Portsmouth Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) Technical Committee 
met to review progress to date related to the following topics: 

• Summary of Stakeholder Interview Findings 
• Discussion of Flood Scenarios 
• Engagement Strategy 
• Parking Study Update  

A copy of the meeting sign-in sheet and presentation is attached to these meeting minutes. The meeting 
minutes are provided as a summary of the meeting discussions and are organized by topic. 

SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW FINDINGS 
The meeting summaries highlight what the interview team heard during the 40+ interviews that were 
held with stakeholders. Andrea Sweigart asked the Committee to provide reactions and comments on 
the meeting summaries. The following is a summary of the Technical Committee’s feedback: 

Land Use and Compatibility 
• NNSY has two housing sites (New Gosport and Stanley Court) that should be identified when 

referring to the special areas of NNSY. 
• The relocation of Portsmouth’s City Hall and Public Safety building is being studied; this is an 

ongoing project and a decision is not yet finalized therefore the JLUS should be sensitive to the 
status of the project when discussing it.  

• The criticality of Craney Island Fuel Depot’s mission was reinforced. The fuel not only serves the 
East Coast but the entire Atlantic Fleet.  

• At the request of Secretary of Transportation Shannon Valentine, the Elizabeth River Crossings 
(ERC) Task Force met in July 2019 to brief the Commonwealth on the ERC contract and its 
impact on tolls in the region. The Secretary’s office is now reviewing the ERC Agreement to 
explore opportunities and provide recommendations on how to move forward. The JLUS should 
keep abreast of this effort.  
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Transportation 
• Cedar Lane should be added as a key corridor that provides access to Craney Island.  
• The USACE stressed the importance of being able to dispose of dredged materials cost-

effectively. It is of strategic importance to maintain access to the USACE dredge material storage 
area, recognizing the importance of transportation connections as well as potential impacts to 
the handling basin.  

• Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) is working with State partners to study different funding models 
that would leverage a steady stream of revenue versus only revenue coming from the cities. This 
study, a regional backbone concept, is limited to the cities that pay for HRT service.  
• The “Regional System” isn’t really a regional system; it is a collection of 6 localities that fund 

transit and HRT operates 6 mini-systems. 
• The level of HRT’s interaction with the Federal Government/DoD is unknown. Bringing HRT 

to the JLUS table as part of the Technical Committee was suggested.   
• Outside of HRT’s regular routes, MAX routes are federally funded. One approach might be to 

explore the concept of a MAX route(s) to the NNSY – as a pilot route. Establishing a good 
ridership is an issue.  

• TRAFFIX is another underutilized resource and can be customized for the client.  
• Navy Region Mid-Atlantic has met with HRT. The Navy has a transit incentive program (TIP) 

that pays employees to ride the bus; at one time there was a pilot between NSN and the 
City of Portsmouth, but it never had the ridership to keep it going. Ridership has been an 
ongoing issue – HRT needs to identify who will use the system and how to serve them.  

• There are efforts to get people to the bases; but systems are not integrated through the 
fenceline to circulate people through the bases. Can JLUS help with evaluating “last mile 
issues?”  
• JLUS can help look at where other entities have done this. Newport News Shipbuilding, 

for example, has a successful system but their circumstances are different. We can learn 
from these types of examples. 

• Brian Ballard (Navy Region MidAtlantic) stated that circulators are not out of the 
question.  

• NSN has buses that come on base and multiple routes that circulate the installation. 
Drivers need background checks, which has been a challenge. 

• There is another study at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard related to installation circulation – 
that effort could be reviewed for ideas.  

• Fort Belvoir can get busses onto the base by screening riders as they get onto the bus. 
Langley Air Force Base may also employ this method. There is a bus stop outside of the 
gate where people without credentials wait for the bus to come back. Although getting 
routes onto an installation is difficult, it is not impossible. Everyone agrees that an 
internal circulator would be needed at NNSY to make it a viable option. 

• DOD is very interested in applying the P4 concept and it could potentially apply to 
parking issues; high ranking personnel have stated that there is no “right” to free 
parking. This would present an opportunity to work with private sector. 

• NSN was evaluated for autonomous vehicle circulators, but the installation has since been 
dropped from the evaluation. There are pilot programs within DoD for autonomous vehicles 
that could be a model.  
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• Funding difficulties are partly due to the “color of money,” referring to varying 
appropriation categories within DoD. Puget Sound Naval Base in Bremerton uses Base 
Operating (BOS) funds for circulation efforts; this funding does not yet exist at NNSY.  

 
Utilities 
• There was no significant Technical Committee feedback on the summary of stakeholder input 

related to utilities. 

Flooding 
• There was no significant Technical Committee feedback on the summary of stakeholder input 

related to flooding. 

Communications 
• There was no significant Technical Committee feedback on the summary of stakeholder input 

related to communications.  
• A question was raised about the Coast Guard participation in the JLUS and Ben McFarlane indicated 

he is working to identify a Coast Guard representative for the Policy Committee. 

 

DISCUSSION ON FLOOD SCENARIOS  
Brian Joyner presented an overview of the proposed scenario parameters and suggested water levels or 
flood scenarios to be considered as part of the JLUS analysis. Factors to consider include sunny tidal 
flooding, current and future rainfall flooding, and sea level rise. Future conditions include sea-level rise 
and projected increases in rainfall rates. The study will not include extreme water levels (4.5’). 

The 10-year return period is suggested as a good modeling condition for analysis (this is also called the 
10-year storm, which has a 10% chance of occurring annually).  

The proposed SLR projections of 1.5-feet and 3.0-feet are based on HRPDC policy (Oct 2018). Present-
day rainfall rates are based on adjusted NOAA data that was also used in the recent Virginia Beach 
Drainage study (6.2-inches). Future increases for rainfall projects an approximately 10% greater intensity 
over current rainfall rates (6.8-inches). 

Proposed scenarios would allow us to evaluate incremental impacts and include:  

a. Present-day, high coastal water, no rainfall (sunny day tidal flooding) 
b. Present-day, high coastal water, present rainfall (10-year storm) 
c. 1.5-ft sea-level rise, high coastal water, present rainfall (10-year storm)  
d. 3.0-ft sea-level rise, high coastal water, present rainfall (10-year storm)  
e. 1.5-ft sea-level rise, high coastal water, future rainfall (10-year storm) 
f. 3.0-ft sea-level rise, high coastal water, future rainfall (10-year storm) 

Committee Comments 
• Terms like 10-year return period versus 10% annual chance are confusing to the public. It may be 

easier to relate frequency to events that have happened that the public can relate to. We will need 
to identify the industry standard for terminology and stick to it.   

• The metrics will be illustrated in spatial mapping. The AECOM team is coordinating with Arcadis as 
the work they are doing will be integrated into the JLUS analysis.   
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• The proposed approach is in-line with what is happening in other areas. The concept of not 
modeling future rain with current sea-levels is good; additional rain levels are just a heavier storm. 
Inlet capacity is a big deal and contributes significantly to road flooding. Many inlets are very small, 
which limits flow capacity. Many are also low-lying and allow river water to back-up into the streets. 
Flooding solutions associated with rainfall drainage are varied and could include inlet replacement, 
pipe replacement, cleaning, etc. Rainfall solutions are not necessarily the same as those for sea-level 
rise.  

• There were no objections to the suggested approach or metrics. The committee endorsed the 
proposed water levels that were presented.  

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
Andrea Sweigart and Delceno Miles presented an overview of the Public Engagement Strategy proposed 
for the JLUS process. The strategy involves an array of outreach activities, including a project website 
(which is live), 9 public meetings, fact sheets, social media platforms, email blasts, and press releases. 
Ms. Miles highlighted some of the organizations that would be contacted, and asked committee 
members to provide any specific points of contact or organizations to coordinate with and disseminate 
information.  

The scope of work includes 9 public meetings, the first of which is upcoming. A draft fact sheet and a 
draft survey/questionnaire were distributed to committee members; any comments on these items 
should be provided to the project team.  

The effort to engage the community will be robust. Outreach will be focused within the communities 
that are nearest the study locations, including the stakeholder groups identified in the presentation.  

Dates for November public meetings have been confirmed. There are two evening meetings and one 
daytime meeting to reach a variety of citizens. Two of the meetings will be in Portsmouth and one will 
be in Chesapeake. The format of the public meetings is proposed as a similar methodology/concept as 
the Portsmouth Comprehensive Plan update, which was very effective. There is not a lot of information 
to present this early in the process, so the intent will be to solicit input from stakeholders through a 
short presentation and discussion/tabletop exercises led by facilitators.  

Committee Comments 
• The “Development Authority” bullet indicates the Economic Development Authority, but the 

Redevelopment and Housing Authorities are also a part of the outreach effort. 
• Be sure to include the Portsmouth Port and Industrial Commission in outreach efforts. 
• Make sure that the Truxtun Civic League is involved. 
• The committee is in agreement with the Public Engagement Strategy and the proposed format of 

the meeting which includes a short presentation and table top discussions. Any other comments 
should be forwarded to Ben at HRPDC. 

• It was recommended that we consider developing Spanish language materials on the project 
website and/or fact sheet to reach multilingual populations. The HRPDC agreed to investigate the 
resources available for bi-lingual services.    

• Navy Region Mid-Atlantic will find a speaker to help present from a Navy perspective.  The 
leadership structure between installations is complex but the message should be similar between 
the installations.  
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• Localities can provide some staff to help during the public meetings. Ben McFarlane will help 
coordinate with localities for scribes and volunteers.  

• There is a Transportation Town Hall hosted by HRT during the evening of November 14th. This 
meeting may create a conflict between city staff or the interested public.  
• HRPDC determined this does not present a significant conflict since there are 3 meeting options 

for the public to attend.  

PARKING TASK UPDATE 
Ben Reim shared initial findings from the parking study. Preliminary data indicates that there is an 
additional 200-vehicle increase of vehicles parking in the neighborhood during the daytime peak hours 
over non-peak. Qualitatively, this can be due to proximity to destination, inadequate credentialing, gate 
delays, and/or short visits. Approximately 95% of the additional vehicles are within one block of the 
edge of the neighborhood – an indicator of proximity as a reason for parking nearby.  

It is important to note that vehicle influx data is a static data point, although parking is not. The data 
does not account for turnover. The increased parking numbers do not capture vehicles leaving and going 
to work, being backfilled potentially by NNSY parkers. In addition, there could be turnover that cannot 
be measured by studying a specific point in time.  

Another question that needs to be evaluated is the enforcement of parking regulations. The fine for 
illegal parking is relatively inexpensive ($25). At Naval Station Norfolk, there is a towing service that 
charges $75 per tow for each infraction in addition to the cost of the parking ticket for illegally parked 
vehicles. In Portsmouth, there is no current way to track violations because they are measured in “calls” 
which can represent one ticket or 3 books of tickets. The Police Department does not have the software 
necessary to efficiently issue and track tickets. 

ACTION ITEMS 
• Technical Committee: Provide feedback on Public Engagement Strategy, Fact Sheet and Survey by 

October 11.  
• HRPDC: Reach out to Coast Guard to identify a JLUS representative for the Policy Committee and 

reach out to HRT to identify a representative for the Technical Committee. 
• HRPDC: Explore providing translated materials on the project website and/or fact sheet to reach 

multilingual populations.  
• Navy Region Mid-Atlantic: Locate a speaker to help present from a Navy perspective. 
• HRPDC: Coordinate with localities for staff scribes and volunteers to help during the public meetings.  
• Technical Committee: Check calendars for suitability of January Technical Committee Dates and 

provide any feedback to Ben McFarlane. Proposed dates are January 21 (afternoon), January 23, or 
January 24. 
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Hampton Roads Region ‒ 
Portsmouth and Chesapeake 
Joint Land Use Study (JLUS)
Technical Committee Meeting
October 4, 2019
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AGENDA

Welcome + Introductions

Summary of What we Heard

Flood Scenarios Discussion

Engagement Activities

Parking Task Update

Actions / Next Steps 

2 Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS
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– What we Heard
• Comments on stakeholder interview summary

– Stormwater 
• Consensus on flood scenarios for JLUS modeling analysis 

– Public Outreach and Engagement 
• Final comments on Draft Engagement Plan 
• Confirm meeting dates and venues for Meeting Series #1
• Feedback on meeting approach and format (speakers and scribes)
• Feedback on Fact Sheet and Survey 

Desired Outcomes for Meeting
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WORK PLAN

4 Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS
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Summary of 
What we Heard

Welcome + Introductions

Summary of What we Heard

Flood Scenarios Discussion

Engagement Activities

Parking Task Update

Next Steps 

5 Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS
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Stakeholder Interviews - Summary
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Localities
– Mayor, Vice Mayor, City 

Manager

– City Council, Planning 
Commission

– Planning / Environmental

– Engineering

– Economic Development

– Permits & Inspections

– Transportation Planning

– Public Works

– Public Utilities

– Public Safety

– Resiliency

– Parks & Recreation

– Historic Preservation

Others
– Virginia Port Authority

– Hampton Roads Sanitation Dist.

– Virginia Natural Gas 

– Columbia Gas

– Virginia Maritime Association

– Dominion Energy

– US Coast Guard

– US Army Corps of Engineers

– HRPDC / HRTPO

– HRMFFA

– Hampton Roads Transit

– VDOT

– HRTAC

– CSX / Norfolk Portsmouth Beltline Railroad

– Elizabeth River Project

Stakeholder Interviewees

Navy
– Norfolk Naval Shipyard 

(NNSY)
• NNSY Main Site
• St. Juliens Creek Annex
• South Gate Annex
• Scott Center Annex

– NSA Hampton Roads
• Portsmouth Annex (NSAHR-PA)

– Naval Station Norfolk
• Naval Supply Systems Command 

Fleet Logistics Center Norfolk 
(NAVSUP FLCN) – Craney Island 
Fuel Depot
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– The concentration of strategic assets and access to an industrial waterfront is a 
competitive advantage 

– Growth and investment as part of the Shipyard Optimization Plan is good for the local 
economy

– Study area is a critical nexus point for the movement of freight and getting goods to 
market and recent or planned investments support continued growth 

– The Navy hospital at Portsmouth Annex elevates health care for the region
– Workforce mobility and training are shared interests (employers, DOD, localities, 

residents)

– Good working relationships between localities and Navy staff (emergency 
management, response training, public works, etc.)  

– Some established coordination mechanisms in place (e.g. Military Community Affairs 
Committee and Portsmouth Partnership)

– Several formalized locality/Navy support agreements (fire, police, USCG range) in 
place

– Recognition of NNSY Military Influence Area in Portsmouth Zoning Code
– Multiple initiatives or studies underway 

Summary of Strengths 
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– VTRANS 2045 (Statewide transportation 
planning effort)

– HRT “Transform Transit” study to evaluate future 
transit plans

– Chesapeake Comprehensive Plan Update

– Portsmouth Stormwater Drainage System H+H 
Modeling Study 

– Portsmouth Relocation of Public Safety/City Hall

– Portsmouth Zoning Ordinance Updates

– Portsmouth At-Grade Rail Crossing Study

– Regional Connector Study 

– Regional Fiber Ring

– HRSD Climate Change Study 

– Shipyard Infrastructure Optimization Plan (SIOP)

– Craney Island Fuel Depot 2035 Long-Range Plan

– Craney Island Fuel Depot Inflow/Infiltration Study

– Chesapeake Class A Burn Facility Study

Ongoing Studies or Initiatives 
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Land Use and Parking
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Land Use and Parking 

Norfolk Naval Shipyard (NNSY) / Scott Center
– NNSY ship mission is growing and loading is increasing
– Approximately 15,000-17,000 employees daily 
– Shipyard Infrastructure Optimization Plan (SIOP) currently underway could have major impact on base 

development at NNSY and support sites
– Current NNSY parking supply is adequate; parking proximity to specific employment centers is the issue
– Parking overflow into adjacent neighborhoods is a concern
– Future development of combined heat / power plant will eliminate 300-400 on base parking spaces
– Potential radio frequency issues between NNSY and Norfolk Portsmouth Beltline  (NPBL) bridge 

communication systems

South Gate Annex
– Primarily an industrial mission, South Gate also provides safe berthing of vessels during storms and off-site 

parking 
– Potential reuse of some piers explored, but SIOP requirements could take precedence

St. Juliens Creek Annex
– Research, training, warehousing mission, potentially underutilized
– Some people may be unaware of that St. Juliens is Navy property
– Portsmouth uses ballfields and maintains grass; regional fire response facility serves multiple localities
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NSA Hampton Roads - Portsmouth Annex
–Recognized Trauma Center that treats all DOD members and their dependents
– Advanced Life Support (ALS) services to local residents in Old Towne and 

Parkview
–Mutual aid agreements with Portsmouth for law enforcement and fire protection 
– Approximately 10,000 personnel daily on site (half staff, half patient)
– Typical staff shifts are 8 AM - 5 PM, while patient activity peaks between 10 AM 

and 1 PM
– Existing parking structure (~3,200 spaces) is heavily used by staff and limits 

available parking for patients 
– Potential lack of knowledge about other parking options 
–City and Navy are coordinating to add a truck inspection lane at main gate on 

Effingham

Land Use and Parking
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NAVSUP FLCN Craney Island Fuel Depot
– Strategic fuel supply point on the East Coast
– Fuel received via ocean-going tankers, barges, and the Colonial Pipeline 

• Average 10 fuel trucks per day

– 24 / 7 / 365 operations and about 100 employees
– Future growth area on Northwest corner of site (4 new tanks) on high/dry 

land
– Significant shoreline subsidence issues 
– Federal channel expansion will bring ships closer to fuel depot (increases 

hydrodynamic pressure)
– Some citizens have built sheds and fences on Navy property
–Relies on Portsmouth for primary fire response and Norfolk for fire 

suppression water

Land Use and Parking
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– Portsmouth is largely built-out and contains a large percentage (45%) of Federal land. The 
northern part of Chesapeake is also built-out

– Navy is the largest employment center in Portsmouth, but few employees reside within the 
city

– Limited support services (e.g. restaurants, convenience) around installations and short 
lunch breaks make travel off-base difficult 

– Area around NNSY is not very pedestrian friendly (i.e. sidewalks, lighting)
– Several Portsmouth redevelopment projects to consolidate city services could impact 

bases

– Waterfront redevelopment opportunities in both cities are constrained by access and/or 
environmental contamination 

– Port of Virginia expansion of Craney Island Marine Terminal could impact Portsmouth 
(landfill), Craney Island Fuel Depot, USCG, and USACE 

– VA Port has task force looking into the long-term future of PMT 
– Navigation Channel projects and new larger ships at Port could impact Navy operations 
– Portsmouth parking enforcement/ticketing system is manual (lack software for 

issuance/tracking of tickets)
– Over 1,900 parking violation calls in 2018, with ticket fines ranging from $15 to $25

Land Use Challenges 
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– Regional projects such as the Fiber Ring, Regional Connectors, Fire Training 
– Redevelopment of underutilized areas of St. Juliens waterfront and South Gate (pier access)
– Improved gateway / arrival redevelopment opportunity along Victory Boulevard and 

Frederick Boulevard
– Improved lighting and sidewalk connectivity adjacent to installations to improve pedestrian 

safety 
– Expanded recreation fields/lighting at St. Juliens

– Coordinated City / DOD parking strategy which considers the potential for a proposed 
parking structure at or near NNSY 

– Potential satellite parking strategy at underutilized shopping centers
– More strict enforcement of parking violations within the South side Parking District and use 

of parking ticket software technology for issuance and tracking 

– Siting of new regional public safety training facility and land for Class A burn building 
– Coordinated city / DOD food truck program
– Coordinated programs to celebrate history of shipbuilding (e.g. Portsmouth Museum Plan)
– Explore use of Chesapeake’s Land Bank authority for flood protection and resiliency 

purposes 

Land Use and Parking Opportunities 
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Transportation and Access
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– Access, traffic flow and parking affect military readiness  
– Timing of NNSY workday shifts is a key factor to congestion 

levels
– Gate traffic contributes to significant congestion on key 

corridors – gate processing is the major proponent in base 
congestion

– Truck traffic is a growing concern – Victory Boulevard and 
Effingham Street queueing from Commercial Vehicle Inspection 
Station (CVIS)

– Traffic queueing impacts can also affect residents’ ability to park 
on street and school bus ingress/egress

– Wayfinding signage is insufficient for commuters to NNSY and 
the Portsmouth Annex; trucks and POV traffic are both 
frequently turned around at the Portsmouth Annex Gate 1.

– Cut-through, speeding, and parking are reoccurring concerns in 
neighborhoods adjacent to NNSY and the Portsmouth Annex. 

– Tolling of the Downtown and Midtown Tunnels has impacted 
travel (i.e. arrival and departure) patterns 

General Transportation Challenges

Key Corridors That  Provide 
Installation Access
• Frederick Boulevard
• Effingham Street
• Victory Boulevard
• Portsmouth Boulevard
• London Boulevard
• High Street 
• Elm Avenue
• I‐264
• State Route 164
• George Washington 
Highway

• Cedar Lane
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– Issues with route locations, frequency, and hours of operation contribute to an 
existing low ridership 

–HRT does not run service early enough to accommodate NNSY employee shifts
• MAX service route does not serve NNSY

– Bus connection transfer points contribute to long headways (i.e. infrequent 
service combined with long total route travel time)

– Transit service expansion options would require local (i.e. City) funding support
– Transit service options on-base are limited, and there is no ‘transit hub’ at NNSY
–Navy-run on-base shuttles are difficult to implement due to strict funding 

restrictions
– Several pedestrian infrastructure gaps exist outside the installations (e.g. 

sidewalk, crossings, and lighting)

Transit Challenges
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– Multiple rail lines operate in the study 
area: CSX, Norfolk Portsmouth Beltline 
(NPBL), Norfolk Southern, and 
Commonwealth Railway 

– Trains are getting longer (120 cars) 
and slower

– At least 4 at-grade crossings along key 
corridors are subject to delays; one of 
the greatest being along Frederick 
Boulevard

– Rail traffic near NNSY is affected by 
incoming ship traffic
• Bridge cannot lower if there’s an incoming 

ship and all trains must also stop and view 
locks on bridge. 

• Back-ups along critical corridors within 
Portsmouth (i.e. Elm Avenue, Frederick 
Boulevard, or George Washington Hwy) 

– Train schedules are influenced by 
several factors - customer needs and 
volume and hours of service are 
drivers

Freight Rail Challenges
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– The Beltline hopes to expand track capacity in two yards in Portsmouth over 
the next 10 years which will increase switching operations over crossings
• At one time there were two tracks through the City and the right-of-way is still present 

to bring back this track as service demands.

– There is limited coordination between Portsmouth, Navy, and the railroads 
regarding future growth plans

– Train movements are not reported to outside entities (i.e. to forecast arrival)
– There are payment disputes regarding at-grade crossing maintenance
–City has a CIP project to improve Burton’s Point Road (remains on rail ROW)
–NPBL train clearance and railroad design and construction requirements affect 

Navy development along property

Freight Rail Challenges
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– A coordinated and formal process to develop solutions for Craney Island Marine 
Terminal expansion 

– Bus route pilot programs and partnering for regional route(s) that provide 
connections between employment and residential centers (NNSY and Greenbrier)

– Coordinated shuttle programs on installation, such as others that currently exist at 
other DoD installations

– Elevated railroad grade crossings along Frederick Boulevard and George 
Washington Highway

– Removing regulations requiring all trains to stop and view locks on bridge, in 
addition to other strategies to increase train velocity along NPBL

– Complete an existing Smart Scale project to install Variable Messaging Signs 
(VMS) to alert motorists of railroad crossing closures along High Street, Frederick 
Boulevard, George Washington Highway, and Elm Avenue

– Implement optimized traffic signalization timings to improve signal coordination 
and improve vehicle operations along key corridors and arterials that serve DOD 
installations 

– Expand ferry service to the Portsmouth Annex, and provide a transit connection 
with the Tide in Norfolk

– Develop coordinated bike share program (requires on-base bike improvements) 
and improve pedestrian facilities adjacent to the installations, eliminating critical 
gaps that currently discourage pedestrian modes of travel

Transportation Opportunities 
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Flooding / Sea Level Rise
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–Areas subject to flooding identified during stakeholder interviews:
• Old Towne
• Effingham St @ NMCP gate 
• Portsmouth Blvd 
• Port Centre Parkway 
• Elm Ave, and Elm Ave @ Victory Blvd
• Scott’s Creek @ London Blvd
• Frederick Blvd near I-264 ramps
• Pinnock Street
• Washington St near High St between the Portsmouth Annex and NNSY
• Des Moines Ave near South St
• Swanson Homes and Truxtun areas
• Cradock area near Paradise Creek
• Crest Harbor (was off our map to the south)
• Residential areas adjacent to installations

– 2nd street and Lincoln gets sunny day flooding
–Churchland Middle School, Norcom High School, and Wilson High School 

are used as evacuation shelters. Access routes to two of the sites flood. 
–Wind direction has an impact on flooding severity.

Flooding and Sea Level Rise Challenges
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Norfolk Naval Shipyard (NNSY) and NSAHR-Portsmouth Annex
– Many roads leading to NNSY and the Portsmouth Annex flood during heavy rain events
– 6 of the 8 gates at NNSY are inaccessible during a heavy rain event

• Only Gates 3 and 36 are passable
• Gate 36 / Borum Overpass cannot be used by emergency vehicles due to weight issues
• Main Gate and Gate 10 specifically mentioned as flooded areas

– The main gate at the Portsmouth Annex is inaccessible during heavy rain event
– NNSY shares some stormwater management infrastructure with City but maintains own 

stormwater permit

NAVSUP FLCN Craney Island Fuel Depot
– Craney Island Fuel Depot floods on southeast of base and access road on-site floods 

during heavy rainfall
– Shoreline subsidence is substantial issue at the Craney Island Fuel Depot

– Crawford Street US Coast Guard building floods occasionally, during nor’easter storms

Flooding and Sea Level Rise Challenges
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– Portsmouth estimates that 90% of outfalls will be underwater in 10 years 
–No mandatory flood disclosure for properties
–No firm guidance on sea-level rise design criteria for VDOT roadways

• VDOT projects are designed for the 100-year storm + SLR where possible

– “Know your Zone” Evacuation Zones A-D are sometimes confused with FEMA 
Zones A-C

–Concerns exist about increased development in low lying areas and 
preparedness of industrial properties along river after storm event

Flooding and Sea Level Rise Challenges
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– Portsmouth Stormwater Drainage System H+H Modeling Study 
– Portsmouth is installing 4-5 new tide gates annually 
– Stormwater Park in Crawford Gateway redevelopment is good start
– Installation of pump in Old Towne will help with drainage
– Portsmouth flood sensors in place and operating (goal of communicating flood risk to 

public) 

–Regional standards (i.e. Portsmouth freeboard requirement is 3’ above BFE and 
Chesapeake is 1.5’ above BFE)

–NNSY recently used Portsmouth’s recommendation for first floor elevation standard

–NNSY has a flood wall project near the North End
– BMP study at Scott Center Annex
–Craney Island Fuel Depot 2035 Long-Range Plan to address flooding and 

subsidence issues.

Flooding and Sea Level Rise Opportunities 
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Utilities
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–Navy relies on localities for potable 
water
• NNSY and the Portsmouth Annex have 
redundant water feeds

• Fire Suppression water at Craney Island 
Fuel Depot is provided by Norfolk

– Navy relies on Portsmouth and HRSD 
for waste water services 
• Portsmouth CIP project to rehab all of 
pump stations and standardize to 
submersible pump stations 

• HRSD also investing in pump upgrades 
using stronger standards

• Lift station on USCG property collects 
flow from Craney Island Fuel Depot; 
violations are not easily attributed

• USCG has inflow/infiltration challenges 

– Power / electricity is provided by 
Dominion Energy
• NNSY has redundant power feeds
• NNSY new Combined Heat / Power plant 

will improve backup capability for electric 
and steam 

• The Portsmouth Annex has dedicated 
power feed with shared back up feed; 
moving from manual to remote switch 
capability 

– Natural Gas is provided by Columbia 
Gas
• Columbia Gas is entering an MOU with 

Navy
• Portsmouth has 100-year easement with 

Columbia Gas on the Park near the 
Portsmouth Annex front gate  

• Columbia Gas would like to line some of the 
pipes on Navy property in case the Navy’s 
system is receiving contaminated water

– Construction designs are complete for a 
Regional Fiber Ring

Utility Challenges/Opportunities 
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Communication & 
Coordination
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– Portsmouth has constrained fiscal resources 
–Different pots of money complicate funding and coordination
– Strong collaborative environment among partners but project execution 

(coordination) needs improvement 
– Leadership changes make communication difficult 
– Sometimes the Navy brings too many people to the table
– Limited communication between rail lines/Cities/Navy
–Mass notification system for alerts at the Portsmouth Annex is different from 

both NSA Hampton Roads and Portsmouth systems
– There is a lack of evacuation guidance for the Portsmouth business community

Communication and Coordination Challenges 
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– Align ongoing studies to integrate with JLUS goals and priorities
–Replicate successful, institutionalized coordination processes and 

agreements that already exist 
– Improve/define POCs beyond CPLOs
–Development of a regional workforce development training program 
– Explore options to pursue USACE coastal study for Portsmouth and 

Chesapeake that would allow military installations to participate 
–City/Navy recreational leagues (e.g. softball, basketball)

Communication and Coordination Opportunities 
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Flood Scenarios 
Discussion 

Welcome + Introductions

Summary of What we Heard

Flood Scenarios Discussion

Engagement Activities

Parking Task Update

Next Steps 
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Flooding Scenarios – Factors to Consider 

33 Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Sunny Day Tidal Flooding
– Caused by high coastal / river water levels from tide and storm surge, 

without rainfall

Rainfall-Induced Flooding
– Caused by inability to drain or store peak runoff 
– Present-day challenges and also future increased rainfall totals

Sea Level Rise 
– Based on HPRDC policy adopted 18 October 2018

– 1.5 feet above current MHHW (2018-2050)
– 3.0 feet above current MHHW (2050-2080)
– 4.5 feet above current MHHW (2080-2100)
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Flooding Scenarios – Sea Level Rise

34 Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Sea Level Rise above current MHHW 
– Based on HPRDC policy adopted 18 October 2018

– 1.5’ (2018-2050)
– 3.0’ (2050-2080)
– 4.5’ (2080-2100)
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Flooding Scenario Parameters

High Coastal 
Water Level 

1-year return period estuary water level
of 3.0’ NAVD88

Likely to occur at least once per year

Value based on NOAA published value for 
Sewells Point (rounded up to nearest 0.5’)

Similar elevation to prior JLUS’ Minor Tidal 
Flooding scenario of 1.5’ above Mean 
Higher High Water (MHHW)

Present-day 
Intense Rainfall

10-year return period present-day 24-hour 
rainfall total of 6.2”

Value from City of Virginia Beach PWD 
Draft Design Standards (May 2019), 
based on extensive rainfall data analysis

Sea Level Rise Defined a range of 1.5 feet to 3.0 feet, 
consistent with Norfolk / Virginia Beach 
JLUS and HRPDC members’ policy

SERDP/CARSWG; NOAA, USACE, VIMS

Selected range captures most of the 
projections evaluated

Future Increased 
Intense Rainfall

10-year return period present-day 24-hour 
rainfall total of 6.8”

10% greater than present-day rainfall total

Extreme Water 
Levels

Not integrated into present vulnerability 
analysis; FEMA Region III EWLs could be 
considered during recommendation phase 

CARSWG, USACE NACCS, FEMA 
Region III

CARSWG and FEMA Region III data sets 
show relative agreement; NACCS is 
generally higher
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Flooding Scenarios – Associated Water Levels
Scenario Coastal Water Level,

feet NAVD88
24-hour Rainfall,
inches

a. Present-day, high coastal water level with no rainfall 3.0 0.0

b. Present-day, high coastal water level and
present-day 10-year return period rainfall

3.0 6.2

c. High coastal water level with 1.5 feet of sea level rise 
and present-day 10-year return period rainfall

4.5 6.2

d. High coastal water level with 3.0 feet of sea level rise 
and present-day 10-year return period rainfall

6.0 6.2

e. High coastal water level with 1.5 feet of sea level rise 
and future 10-year return period rainfall

4.5 6.8

f. High coastal water level with 3.0 feet of sea level rise 
and future 10-year return period rainfall

6.0 6.8
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Present-day, normal river level, no rainfall
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Elevated river level, no rainfall
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Elevated river level, with rainfall
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Elevated river level, with future rainfall
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Elevated river level, plus rainfall, plus 1.5’ SLR
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Elevated river level, plus future rainfall, plus 1.5’ SLR
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Elevated river level, plus rainfall, plus 3.0’ SLR
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Elevated river level, plus future rainfall, plus 3.0’ SLR
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Flooding Scenarios Summary:
Combinations of River Water Level and Rainfall
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Engagement 
Activities

Welcome + Introductions

Summary of What we Heard

Flood Scenarios Discussion

Engagement Activities

Parking Task Update

Next Steps 
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–Project Website (HRPDC)
–Stakeholder List
–Stakeholder Meetings (48)
–9 Public Meetings 
–Fact Sheets 
–Social Media and Website 

updates– coordinated with 
HRPDC, localities, Navy
–Technical Committee Meetings
–Policy Committee Meetings

Public Engagement Strategy
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–9 Public Meetings 
• 3 series with 3 meetings per series
• One Press release per series
• One print advertisement per series
• Fact sheet per series 
• Online and paper survey
• Two email blasts
• Social media updates and coordination 

with public relations staff of localities, 
Navy, and HRPDC

• Civic and faith-based outreach 

Public Meetings

• Park View Civic League 
• Camelot Civic League 
• Cradock Civic League 
• Truxtun Civic League
• National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) 

• Elizabeth River Project
• Faith‐based organizations
• Olde Towne Civic League
• Churchland Civic League
• Port Norfolk Civic League
• Portsmouth Partnership
• Hampton Roads Chamber
• Portsmouth and Chesapeake Boards 
• Economic Development Authorities
• Housing and Redevelopment 

Authorities
• Portsmouth Public Schools
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Public Series #1 
• Meeting #1: Portsmouth  Wednesday November 13  EVENING
• Meeting #2: Portsmouth Thursday November 14  DAY
• Meeting #3: Chesapeake  Thursday November 14  5:30 – 7:30 PM

Location 
• Wednesday November 13: TBD
• Thursday November 14: TBD
• Thursday November 14: Hillard Library 

Suggested Format
• 2 Hours
• Presentation (25 minutes)
• Activity (45 minutes)
• Survey (online + paper)

Public Meetings

Purpose of the Meetings
• Inform the public about the 

JLUS process and partners
• Obtain feedback about the 

experiences of people living 
or working near Navy facilities  
(positive and negative)

• Obtain ideas about what we 
should build on or improve  
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Presentation (25-30 minutes)
• JLUS Process Overview  (purpose, partners, focus)
• Navy Mission  (installation mission, interests, future)
• Key Focus Areas (what we heard, key issues)
• How to Stay Involved

Activity (45 minutes)
• Table Top Discussion Groups (random seating)
• Facilitated Discussion (30 minutes)
• Report out (15 minutes)

Table Top Discussion 
• Facilitated based on topic areas and set of questions
• Report out by table of key outcomes

Public Meetings

Facilitators
 Andrea Sweigart
 Stephanie Mertig
 Michael Sabon 
 Brian Joyner
 Ben Reim
 Delceno Miles/alt

Scribes
 Localities
 HRPDC
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Parking Task 
Update

Welcome + Introductions

Summary of What we Heard

Flood Scenarios Discussion

Engagement Activities

Parking Task Update

Next Steps 
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–Task focuses within the South Side Parking District and goals include:
• Establish a baseline of parking usage and capacity/demand comparisons throughout a 

typical day
• Provide a list of potential improvements/countermeasures to assist in managing parking 

within the District

– Parking was observed during the week of Sept. 9
– Preliminary count of parked vehicles within District:

• 5:00 AM – 6:00 AM = Approx. 350 parked vehicles
• 9:00 AM – 10:00 AM = Approx. 450 parked vehicles
• 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM = Approx. 375 parked vehicles
• 7:00 PM – 8:00 PM = Approx. 250 parked vehicles

– Initial thoughts on contributing factors:
• Proximity to internal base destination (i.e. they can see their destination from the neighborhood)
• Inadequate credentials (i.e. personal and/or vehicular)
• Gate queues/delays (i.e. quicker to park and walk through the fence line)
• Brief business matters on base (i.e. just need to drop something off/pick something up

Parking Task Update

• In 2018, there were 
approximately 200 calls 
in reference to parking 
violation enforcement

• $25 fine for parking 
violation in District
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Actions / Next 
Steps

Welcome + Introductions

Summary of What we Heard

Flood Scenarios Discussion

Engagement Activities

Parking Task Update

Actions / Next Steps 
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Actions 
 Feedback on stakeholder input
 Consensus on flood scenarios for JLUS modeling analysis 
 Draft Engagement Plan comments
 Confirm public meeting dates and venues
 Feedback on meeting approach and format (speakers and scribes)

 Feedback on Fact Sheet and Survey (comments due 10/11/19)

Actions – We Need Input Today 
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Next Steps 

– Finalize Public Engagement Plan 
– Prepare public meeting materials and initiate outreach 

• Website and social medial updates, press release, print ads
• Prepare presentation materials

–Conduct flooding and SLR assessment
• Initiate Chesapeake SWM modeling 

–Conduct land use and compatibility assessment 
–Draft Parking Technical Memo
– Schedule next TC for January 2020 

• January 21 (PM)
• January 23 
• January 24
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Notional Schedule  
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